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Physics Syllabus 

Instructor’s Name: Mr. Gardner 

Email: gardner@grovecity.k12.pa.us  

Web: http://tinyurl.com/gardnergchs  

(http://gc1.schoolwires.net/domain/201) 

 

Course Description:  

Physics is the science that seeks to explain how everything works, from quarks to the cosmos.  It is a course 

designed for students who are interested in advanced physical science.  An emphasis is placed on conceptual 

understanding first, followed by problem-solving using algebra and trigonometry. Topics covered include 

motion and force, energy, momentum, electricity and magnetism, waves and sound, light and optics, modern 

physics, and space science (if time permits). Laboratory work that fosters inquiry skills is an essential 

component. 

 

Materials and Resources: 

Textbook: Holt Physics, Serway & Faughn, 2009 

These items are REQUIRED: 

 Folder or binder (Used to store handouts, worksheets, etc.) 

 Graphing or scientific calculator (Note:  Calculators with QWERTY style keyboards are prohibited on 

many standardized tests.) 

 Metric ruler 

 Protractor 

These items are RECOMMENDED: 

 Smartphone or similar device with stopwatch and clinometer (used to measure inclination) apps.  (Use 

of these devices is only permitted upon the explicit instruction of the teacher when they are needed.) 

 Mechanical pencil with built-in extendable eraser and extra lead. 

* Please mark your name clearly on all personal items. 

 

Keys to Success: 

You MUST make a concerted effort to participate and work hard in order to learn in this course.  Every person 

that has ever lived has witnessed the laws of physics before their very eyes on a daily basis, yet only a few 

dozen people out of those 108 BILLION made meaningful contributions to our current understanding of the 
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basic laws of physics that we will be learning in this course.  What are the chances that your effortless 

observations of the world around you are going to lead you to a proper understanding of physics?!  Are 

countless hours playing games and surfing social media somehow going to instill in you this evasive 

understanding of physics?!  None of the geniuses who laid the foundation for physics did so without careful 

observation, hard work, and deep thought.  Therefore, if you want to be successful in this course, you too 

must focus your mind and effort in order to learn things that, as history has shown, do not come easily or 

naturally to most people.  You must have the DISCIPLINE to stay focused in class and to do assignments with 

the objective to LEARN rather than to earn points.  If you do so, you WILL earn the points too!  

All of your memory is in a state of constant decay.  While your short-term memory fades in seconds, your 

long-term memory is much more resilient.  The ONLY way to build your long-term memory is through 

repetition and practice OVER TIME.  This is TRUE LEARNING, and it doesn’t come easily.  To strengthen your 

memory, you need to connect new thoughts with the old – the more connections you make, the stronger the 

memory will be.  If you don’t have information in your long-term memory to begin with, then to what are you 

going to tether new information? If you haven’t yet done so, now is the time in your life to make a firm 

decision to work hard for the sake of true learning! 

If you are struggling to understand something, YOU need to take the INITIATIVE to get help…immediately! 

History has shown that an unfocused, uninformed mind will NEVER be able to grasp physics on its own.    

 

Extra Help:  

I (Mr. Gardner) LOVE helping students learn physics!  (One year I even uprooted my entire family and moved 

them to the mountains of Guatemala in order to share physics with students who wanted to learn.)  Please get 

in touch with me IMMEDIATELY if you need help.  The most effective way to do so is to see me personally after 

class, before school, or at 3:00pm.  Another option is to contact me via email.  Once you make contact with 

me we will be able to make arrangements for helping you in the most effective way.  

 

Classroom Policies: 

 Attendance: 

Any student who arrives to class, but does not have their assignment and the REQUIRED items must 

get them immediately.  If this student does not make it back to class on time, s/he will be marked 

tardy.  Do not ask the teacher for a pass to do so.  All other school policies for attendance will be 

adhered to. 

 

 Grading: 

Grades will be weighted according to the following categories: 

  

Tests & Quizzes     80 % 

 Homework, Classwork, Participation, & Labs  20 % 
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Students and parents may view up-to-date grades via the Tyler system, as per district guidelines.  You 

are STRONGLY ENCOURAGED to learn how to utilize this service to its fullest potential. 

 

 Quizzes & Tests: 

The integrity of the assessment process is of utmost importance.  During quizzes and tests students will 

ONLY be permitted to have a writing utensil, ruler, protractor, calculator, Constants Reference Sheet, 

blank scrap paper, and Equation Reference Sheet at their workstation.  ALL other items, including cell 

phones, ear buds, other electronics and backpacks must be placed on the perimeter countertops 

beyond arms-length.  Only two students may sit at each lab table.  On many assessments bonus credit 

can be earned by students who elect to take the assessment without the use of an Equation Reference 

Sheet.  A student who attempts to earn this bonus credit, but changes their mind during the 

assessment, may get out of their seat to acquire an Equation Reference Sheet to use for the remainder 

of the assessment at the expense of the bonus credit. 

 

*The teacher reserves the right to administer quizzes unannounced. 

*Students who do not take an assessment on or before its scheduled administration are NOT eligible 

for bonus credit. 

 

 Assignments: 

A typical assignment will have 5 to 10 problems or questions, each worth up to 2 points.  To earn full 

credit for a particular problem or question, the student must show FULL EFFORT, regardless of whether 

they arrived at the correct answer.  If some meaningful effort is evident, the teacher may award 1 

point.  No points are earned for questions or problems that are not attempted.  Assignments MUST 

follow the format modeled in class, including a proper paper heading and organization of work.  Any 

assignment that does not follow the format given in class will earn ZERO points and cannot be made 

up.  Ensure that your work evidences the kind of effort and discipline that is required to learn physics! 

 

 Participation: 

Students will start each marking period with a full participation score of 50 out of 50 points.  This 

means it has the same value as 4 to 5 homework assignments.  Students who put their head down, 

attempt to access a cell phone, fail to present themselves ready for class with all the required supplies, 

cause distractions to the learning of others (including bringing drinks to class, breaking the dress code, 

etc.), or otherwise fail to engage fully will lose 10 of their participation points for each infraction.  Any 

of these infractions will also be grounds for making contact with your parent/guardian. 

 

The teacher will make frequent use of “Checks for Understanding,” or CFUs.  This is how he will gauge 

the pace of the lesson, identify gaps in understanding, and determine if re-teaching is needed.  After 

teaching a portion of the lesson, a pertinent question will be posed to the class.  ALL students are 

expected to formulate a response according to the teacher’s instructions.  Oftentimes, students will be 

permitted to check with their partner as well, before the teacher randomly chooses a few students to 

respond.  Participation during CFUs is of utmost importance for the class to be as efficient as possible. 
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*CFUs may sound intimidating at first.  However, their intent is actually to provide meaningful 

feedback to the students and teacher alike.  Questions posed by the teacher are meant to provide all 

students an opportunity to be successful and build their confidence.  They are not meant to be “tricky” 

or to put students “on-the-spot.” 

 

 Lab Work: 

Hands-on, experiential learning through laboratory work is indispensable in physics.  However, the use 

of expensive and/or dangerous equipment is a PRIVILEGE that must be taken seriously.  Equipment 

may only be used for its intended purpose and must always be returned to its proper place in an 

organized and respectful fashion.  Horseplay and mischief in the classroom, including during laboratory 

work, will NOT be permitted!  Students who are guilty of this kind behavior, or who intentionally 

damage property that is not their own, will be immediately removed from the activity, given a zero for 

their work, and be subject to applicable school discipline procedures.  If you witness another student 

engaging in this kind of activity, you are expected to report it to the teacher. 

 

 Make-up & Late Work:   

In the event of an absence you are expected to adhere to the guidelines in the student handbook.  It is 

expected that students will make up all missed work immediately following their absence(s) from 

school.  If a student missed one day, the student has one day to make up the work; if a student missed 

two days, the student has two days to make up the work, etc.  Being absent for any reason the day 

before a previously-announced exam or assignment due date does not excuse a student from taking 

the exam or completing and turning in the assignment on the due date.  If you are going on a field trip, 

college visit, or vacation you must see me prior to the trip and obtain any assignments you might miss, 

or make arrangements with me to make up any tests/quizzes you will miss. 

 

 Hall Pass Use (or rather, Hall Pass Non-Use!): 

Hall passes will only be granted under extreme circumstances.  Students are expected to take care of 

their bathroom needs during their lunch period or during class changes.  The teacher will not grant 

passes to go to your locker – DO NOT EVEN ASK!  Students who leave the room during class do so to 

their own detriment and also cause a disruption to the other students.  If you believe your need to use 

a hall pass is legitimately an EXTREME circumstance, you must complete your passbook completely, 

approach the teacher unobtrusively to seek permission, and complete the sign-out ledger on the clip-

board mounted near the door, IF the teacher consents.  Any abuses of this system will not be 

tolerated. 

 

Academic Integrity: 

 Cheating & Plagiarism: Please refer to the GCHS Student/Parent Handbook for our district policies. 

 Internet Usage: Please refer to the GCHS Student/Parent Handbook, and our Acceptable Use Policy for 

our district policies on computer use. 


